WINTER CHECKLIST
Natural Choice Ice Melt

Calcium Chloride Pellets

Our highest rated ice melt is composed of all natural ingredients; sodium,
urea , FS 2000 (magnesium and plant-based liquid coats every particle) and a
food grade UV sensitive marker dye. It will not harm concrete or vegetation
and is safe for kids and pets. Blue color helps to avoid waste from overapplication. It has excellent staying power and melts down to -13F. #710250
50/lb bag
94% - 96% Calcium Chloride pellets are fast acting at all temperatures and
melt down to -25F. Leaves no powdery residue and works longer for less
frequent application. Safe for concrete and vegetation with no tracking
when properly applied. #710130 – 50/lb bag

Rock Salt Crystals

Most cost effective ice melt made from natural mineral rock salt. High
capacity ice melter with blend of large and small melting crystals for
extended melting action. Helps provide instant traction on snow and ice.
#710060 – 50/lb bag

Liquid ice melt

Newer alternative to traditional pellets, this is a fast acting liquid for ice
removal and prevention. It will quickly break up ice and hard packed snow,
making it easy for removal. - #710215- 55gl/DR - #710235 4gl/cs

HD Broadcast Spreader

Perfect for evenly dispersing ice melt throughout the grounds and outdoor
walk ways of your facility. #710105

Neutralizer Conditioners

Removes ice melt residue on floors and carpets. #060020, #345280,
#265WINTER

Ice Scraper & Snow Shovels

Are the shovels used during last season’s shovels broken or rusty? It might
be time for replacements! #710021 #710020, #710050, #710006

Safety Items

Extra Wet Floor Signs #600285 and Carpet Blowers #632051 should also be
ready and easy to locate for extreme wet weather conditions.

Entrance Matting

Do you have adequate indoor and outdoor matting?

Check your entrances. Are the existing mats in good condition?

New Product! Sure Stride Matting

Sure Stride is low-profile mating with adhesive backing to ensure it stays in
place. It is recommended for commercial use on hard floor surfaces to help
prevent slips, trips, and falls caused by moisture.

New Product! Melt Step Matting

A convenient and reliable solution for melting snow and ice from walkways
to prevent slip and fall accidents. Water proof electrical connection system
with GFCI switch prevents electrical shock hazard. Up to 4 mats can be
connected in sequence. Durable molded nitrile rubber construction is water
proof, UV resistant, and flexible in freezing temperatures.

